The Ultimate High-Energy Cub Scout Show

PERFECT FOR:
- Blue & Golds!
- Pack Nights!
- Summer Camps!
First, it’s the Comedy Variety Juggling Show!

★ A FUN, dynamic, engaging, 100% interactive comedy variety show performed for all ages of Cub Scouts, siblings, pack leaders, and parents!

★ Tons of energy, improv comedy, movement, audience participation, laughter, and excitement! Nonstop action!

★ Incredibly fast juggling, eye-popping big balancing stunts, spinning balls and plates, and lots of visual variety tricks!
Perfect for Tiger Cubs to the Webelos!

“When I asked my kids what the best part of the event was, they both said, ‘The Juggler!’ ”
— Heather Greubel, Pack 521, Blue & Gold Dinner
“Your show tonight was truly fantastic! It’s not easy to keep the attention of that many Tiger Scouts and their families — but you did! Your comedy and the way you relate to kids is great! Each and every child wanted to be a part of what you were doing!”
— Debra Atkins, Pack 198, Blue & Gold Dinner
“I can’t thank you enough for your amazing performance at our Blue & Gold! Your show was the perfect choice! You have a great gift for entertaining children and are terrific at keeping their attention and making them all feel involved.”

— Dana Scott, Pack 173, Blue & Gold Dinner
Then, it’s the Total-Participation, Interactive Workshop!

★ Now YOU become the Pro! EVERY CUB SCOUT PARTICIPATES! Scouts try out skills they got to see in the show!

★ Skills taught may include balancing peacock feathers, spinning plates, trick ropes, & even trick frisbees! They learn a mini-routine!

★ Nobody sits out. Nobody feels left out. Everyone gets to try!

★ This hands-on workshop teaches self-confidence, instills a sense of accomplishment by breaking down a task in order to master new skills, and promotes imagination, good attitude, trying something new, and DOING YOUR BEST! It’s “learning by doing!”
Cub Scouts become the REAL STARS! It's about what they can do!

Always Do Your Best!
“This was the best time we have had at a pack meeting so far! Every scout in my den has been begging for you to come back. Thank you so much for the fantastic job and encouraging our scouts to do their best and to try new things!”
— Chrysti Becker, Pack 1950, Pack Meeting

“You were by far the best guest we’ve ever invited to a pack meeting. Your show was excellent! Watching you perform your skills was fantastic and allowing the boys to practice balancing, plate spinning, and juggling was a great way for them to try something none of them had done before!”
— Jim Walsh, Pack 506, Pack Meeting
“Thank you very much for the AWESOME performance at our Blue & Gold celebration! You adapted, improvised, and performed with great excellence. The interactive workshop is an outstanding part of your program!”
— Dan Dzdrojewski, Pack 516, Blue & Gold Dinner

“See a Juggler! Be a Juggler! is by far the best Blue & Gold entertainment I have had in all my years of scouting! Jason has a GREAT sense of humor and was very patient with a very active group of scouts. The hands-on workshop was excellent! Every child participated and had fun!”
— Jennifer Cassidy, Pack 688, Blue & Gold Dinner
Cub Scouts, Siblings, Parents and Pack Leaders love “See the Show! Become the Pro!”

“The juggler could balance a ball on his nose. And juggle one mini shoe, one medium shoe, and one large shoe. We even got to be in the act too!”
— Cub Scout, Age 8

“I did not know jugglers could be so funny!!!”
— Cub Scout, Age 10

“Jason’s performance was fantastic! The scouts, siblings, and parents loved every minute of it. He was the highlight of our evening and one of the best performers our Pack ever had for our Blue/Gold! We’ll definitely have Jason come back again and perform!”
— Richard Vogt, Pack 520, Blue & Gold Dinner

“Your program was so terrific! Parents couldn’t believe how actively entertained the boys were for an entire hour! They commented how not only did you have the kids laughing and enjoying the show, but the parents as well! I was so thrilled with the entire night and the one of the executives from the Scout District Office said it was the best Blue and Gold he’s ever been too!”
— Jeanie, Pack 802, Blue & Gold Dinner

“Your show is the perfect entertainment for kids of all ages and parents! You kept them engaged and laughing the entire show. The kids loved being able to share in the experience of your show and having the chance to try the tricks you were showing them! Thank you again for making our Cub Scout Blue & Gold Dinner a fun and enjoyable event for our boys and families. They truly deserve the best and I feel they got to see the best entertainment with your show.”
— Cindy Pingel, Pack 543, Blue & Gold Dinner

“I want to thank you for the wonderful program you provided our scouts at our Blue & Gold banquet. To say the kids liked it would be an understatement...they loved it! Your group participation workshop at the end is just genius and really got the kids excited and involved!”
— Betsy Lesley, Pack 384, Blue & Gold Dinner

“What a thrill for ALL of the kids to be able to participate in the post show interactive juggling workshop. We really appreciated the opportunity for all of the kids (scouts and siblings alike) to participate in the lesson. I was impressed with your ability to involve everyone and ensure they were learning and having fun!”
— Diane Ferris, Pack 266, Blue & Gold Dinner
**The Balloon Inflation Station!**

All New!

After the big juggling show, it’s a hands-on, total-participation Balloon Twisting Workshop where Cub Scouts get to become the balloon artist! They even get to take home the balloon creation that they made! Awesome!

---

**Strolling Entertainment & Balloon Twisting!**

All New!

No space or time for a full show? No problem! Scouts can be entertained while they eat as Jason moves from table-to-table with entertainment featuring juggling, circus skills, and cool skill toys that is totally interactive! Balloon twisting an option too!
Dates fill early! Don’t delay!

PERFECT FOR:
★ Blue & Golds!
★ Pack Nights!
★ Camps!
★ Any event!
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847.212.4493
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